From the inventor of the original Gleco Trap, the Gleco Trap HV Sanitary High-Volume Plaster Trap brings the same clean, dry and simple maintenance to full-size plaster traps. Never again will you soak your cabinets and yourself with foul-smelling, contaminated wastewater when you change your plaster trap container.

The Gleco Trap HV features a newly-engineered, air-tight lid with threaded inlet and outlet extensions that reserve an air pocket inside. When the trap is full, simply remove the air-release plug to drain inlet and outlet plumbing into the bucket before disconnecting. Patented design prevents the mess and contamination that occurs with removal of traditional plaster traps.

Instead of leak-prone flexible hoses found on other traps, the Gleco Trap HV uses standard 1 1/2" threaded inlet and outlet ports to ensure a positively leak-proof assembly. Adapts easily to existing plumbing.

Each kit includes a heavy-duty container, all 1 1/2" PVC plumbing components to fit most sink configurations, and instructions. 5-gallon bucket is 14 1/2"H. 3.5-gallon bucket is 11"H. Add 6" from top of bucket to center of wall drain outlet for proper clearance.

**NOTE:** Please read these instructions carefully and completely before installing this product. Always wear protective eyewear and appropriate safety apparel when installing or maintaining this product. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the product and installation meet all applicable federal, state, and local plumbing codes. Keep these instructions for future reference.

**Tools Needed:** Measuring Tape and Hacksaw (no special blade required).

**Important:** Tighten all fittings firmly. Do not over-tighten. Do not use Teflon tape. Do not loosen plug prior to container replacement. Test trap after installation to detect any faulty connections. Notify your dealer to report defective parts immediately.

**Gleco Trap HV 5 Gallon Kit**

**code: HVGT5KIT**

Each kit includes a heavy-duty container, all 1 1/2" PVC plumbing components to fit most sink configurations, and instructions. 5-gallon bucket is 14 1/2"H

**Gleco Trap HV 3.5 Gallon Kit**

**code: HVGT3KIT**

Each kit includes a heavy-duty container, all 1 1/2" PVC plumbing components to fit most sink configurations, and instructions. 5-gallon bucket is 11"H

**Gleco Trap HV 5 Gallon Refill**

**code: HVGT5R**

When the trap is full, simply remove the air-release plug to drain inlet and outlet plumbing into the bucket before disconnecting. You CAN NOT empty the contents and reuse the original bucket as a trap. The seal will not protect against leaks once the lid is removed and replaced.

**Gleco Trap HV 3.5 Gallon Refill**

**code: HVGT35R**

When the trap is full, simply remove the air-release plug to drain inlet and outlet plumbing into the bucket before disconnecting. You CAN NOT empty the contents and reuse the original bucket as a trap. The seal will not protect against leaks once the lid is removed and replaced.